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Abstract
This paper presents a new concept of morphing by changing the twist of a composite blade through the
movement of a mass near the tip of the blade. The mass is moved in the chordwise direction which then
modifies the centrifugal force near the tip of the blade. The blade is tailored with composite materials and
hence coupling is introduced. By moving the mass in the chordwise direction, a variable bending moment is
produced which is the result of the offset between the point mass centrifugal force and the shear centre of the
blade section. This bending moment will be transferred to the composite spar, and then through the bend-twist
coupling of the composite layup, a variable torsional moment will be induced. This variable torsional moment
changes the twist distribution of the blade. The dynamics of the rotating composite blade is modelled by using
the geometrically exact fully intrinsic beam equations and the point mass is considered as a non-structural
concentrated mass which has offsets with respect to the beam reference line. It is found that by moving the
mass in the chordwise direction, the twist distribution of the blade changes. The rate of twist change completely
depends on the bend-twist coupling and also the point mass magnitude and location. Finally, the effect of
sensitive morphing parameters on the rotating frequencies of the Bo105 main rotor blade is determined.

1. INTRODUCTION
Rotorcraft have many advantages over fixed wing
aircraft. Today’s rotorcraft need to improve to be
more environmentally friendly in terms of low levels
of noise, pollution, fuel consumption, and high
levels of performance and comfort. To achieve this
aim, adaptive helicopters are a candidate solution,
and some new concepts have been proposed.
These concepts all promise to enhance the
performance, or to reduce the noise and vibration
of the rotorcraft by changing the shape of the blade
which then modifies the aerodynamic domain.
Among all possible concepts for morphing a blade,
the twist and trailing edge flap concepts have
received the most attention over the past two
decades [1]. Several different ideas for the control
of a blade, including twist, pitch, flap, and camber,
have been reviewed by Straub and Chopra, and
the advantages and disadvantages of these
methods for vibration reduction has been reported
[2, 3]. The change in the blade twist during flight is
the focus of this paper. When a rotorcraft is in the
hover condition, highly twisted blades are optimal,
while low levels of twist are optimal for high-speed
forward velocities [4]. Therefore, the predefined
blade twist variation normally is chosen as a
compromise between different flight conditions.
Blade twist morphing changes the blade twist
actively during flight to allow the rotorcraft to fly in
an optimum condition in terms of twist variation.
Han et al. [5] showed how the performance of a

helicopter during flight could be improved by
dynamic blade twist. They demonstrated that the
dynamic blade twist improves the performance and
reduces the rotor power requirement.
One of the earliest studies concerning the twist
change of the blade via piezoelectric actuators was
performed by Chen and Chopra [6]. In this study,
the piezoelectric patches were located on the lower
and upper surfaces of the blade, and about 0.4o of
twist change was achieved at 4 per rev. This
concept was tested in the hover and it was found
that a linear twist change of about 0.6o may result
in a 10% increase in the rotor lift [7].
Chattopadhyay et al. [8] used smart materials to
reduce and control the vibratory load of a
composite box beam blade. They showed that the
number of actuators and their location significantly
affects the blade dynamic load reduction. The
dynamic behaviour of active twist rotor blades with
distributed anisotropic strain actuators for vibration
and noise reduction purposes has been
investigated experimentally and analytically by
Cesnik et al. [9]. Good correlation between their
developed analytical model and the experimental
results has been reported. This study was
continued to check the developed analytical model
for the forward flight condition by Shin and Cesnik
[10]. Thakkar and Ganguli [11] considered the
vibration reduction of a soft in plane hingeless rotor
blade in forward flight with induced shear based on
piezoceramic actuation. They showed that about
43% reduction in the vibration is feasible. Schultz
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[12] proposed a new concept capable of large
shape morphing with a small energy input based
on bi-stable structures. The active vibration
reduction of composite hingeless rotor blades with
dissimilarity based on the active twist concept has
been investigated by Prashant and Sung [13]. The
numerical results showed that the blade
dissimilarities influence the rotor vibratory loads
and the input energy. You et al. [14] examined the
influence of different actuation scenarios for
maximizing the performance of a rotor in the highspeed flight conditions. Apart from using piezo
materials for blade morphing, there are some other
efforts focusing on using shape memory alloys for
blade twist change. Prahlad and Chopra [15]
presented the concept of using a shape memory
alloy torque tube to change the twist distribution of
a tiltrotor blade between hover and forward flight.
The effect of heat treatment of the SMAs in tuning
the actuation behaviour was discussed. The
development and experiment of an active twist
rotor blade using a thermo-mechanical shape
memory alloy has been reported by Bushnell et al.
[16]. In the ONR-funded Reconfigurable Rotor
Blade program the SMA actuator has been used to
change the twist of a V-22 Osprey blade [17-19]. It
was shown that about 2o of twist change is feasible
with this SMA concept [18]. Pagano et al [20]
proposed a SMA rod mechanism for morphing
helicopter blades to mitigate the environmental
impact. There are also other concepts in the
literature for changing the twist of the blades. One
concept for twist variation of the blade is the warpinduced twist which originally was proposed for
fixed-wing applications [21], and then extended to
rotary-wings [4]. In this concept, the ribs can rotate
freely around the spar, and the skin is also free to
move on the ribs. The warping is generated by
creating a relative motion in the span-wise direction
by using a threaded rod, and when this rod rotates
the result is a twist change of the blade.
In addition to all the concepts of twist morphing, in
this paper a new concept for changing the twist of
a composite blade is introduced and examined. In
this concept the change of the blade twist is
obtained by moving a mass near the tip of the blade
to create a local centrifugal force which then,
through the bending -twist coupling of the
composite layup, results in a torsional moment.
This torsional moment is then able to change the
twist angle of the blade cross-section. In this paper,
the proposed concept is first introduced, and the
important parameters are summarized. Then an
analytical model capable of examining this concept
on a composite blade is developed, and the effect
of different system parameters and their influence

on the twist of the blade are presented.
2. CONCEPT DESCRIPTION
The proposed method for morphing a composite
blade is controlled by means of a moving mass.
This is done by moving a mass in the chordwise
direction of the cross-section of the composite
blade. This concentrated mass and the blade
rotational velocity produces an extra centrifugal
force that can change the twist of the blade through
the bend-twist coupling of the composite layup.
Figure 1 schematically shows this twist morphing
concept.
a)

xp
Tailored
composite spar
box

Inertial mass
Bending moment

yp

b)

S.C.

CF force
c)

Tailored spar

Induced
Twist (θ)

Induced torsion
Figure 1: Schematic description of the twist morphing
concept a) spanwise position of the mass b) chordwise
position of the mass c) twisted section

The point mass, whose location is denoted by xp,
and yp, moves in the chordwise direction to produce
a bending moment which is the result of the offset
of the centrifugal force acting on the mass from the
section shear centre. This bending moment may
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result in an equivalent torsional moment through
the bend-twist coupling of the composite layups.
Then the twist distribution of the blade can be
changed because of this induced torsional
moment. Therefore, the point mass movement
actuates the twist of the blade. It is noted that the
point mass moves along the chord of the blade in
a guided predefined direction attached to the blade
so that the moment due to the point mass can be
transferred to the blade.

blade are denoted by
and , and is the final
curvature of the deformed beam. All of the
variables are measured in the deformed beam
except for the initial curvature. The internal forces
and moments are related to the generalized strains
by using the stiffness matrix as:

3. MODELLING
The hingeless rotor blade is modelled here as an
elastic beam cantilevered to the rotor hub, and the
point mass is simulated as a concentrated nonstructure mass located at an arbitrary location. The
1D beam behaviour is simulated by using the
geometrically exact fully intrinsic beam equations
[22]. This formulation is free of displacement and
rotation variables and determines the dynamics of
a curved anisotropic beam. This beam model has
been used for modelling beam like structures
successfully ([23-26]). Thus:
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where and
for i=1,..,3, are the internal forces
and moments, and Ω are the linear and angular
velocities,
and
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where A, B, and D are the stiffness components of
the composite blade cross-section. All the crosssectional quantities mentioned above are
calculated by using the cross-sectional analysis
software, VABS, which has been extensively
validated and used in composite beam applications
[27]. It is noted that here the bending-torsional
coupling () ) is of great interest. It is noted that in
this case with the data available, only 4 stiffness
terms are used, the torsional stiffness () ), the
chordwise stiffness () ), the flapwise stiffness
() ), and the bending-torsional coupling stiffness
() ).
To close the composite blade equations, it is
necessary to define the boundary conditions of the
blade. In this study, it is assumed that the blade is
a hingeless rotor blade which is completely fixed at
the rotor hub.
To solve the governing equations of the blade, a
space-time discretization scheme has been used
[22]. In this method, any variable in the equations
of motion are defined on the left and right sides of
each node. This is appropriate to take into account
any discontinuity such as the point mass. Finally,
the equations of motion are summarized in a
compact form as
(3)

78 9: + ;8 9 + <8 = 9> 9= = 0

where q is the vector containing the unknown
parameters (Fi, Mi, Vi, Ω , i=1..3) at the left and right
side of each node, and a8 , b8 , c8 = are the matrices
of linear and nonlinear coefficients. The steady
state condition of the system is determined by
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removing all time derivative terms and solving the
resultant nonlinear equations by the NewtonRaphson method. Then the natural frequencies of
the system are determined from the eigenvalue
analysis of the linearized system about the steady
state condition. It is noted that as the fully intrinsic
formulation is free of displacement and rotation
variables, to recover these variables the following
equations can be used:
C/

= −(DE + ̃ )C

(G + H)/

(4)

= CI( + J )

(5)

−N
0
N

As mentioned before, the bend-twist coupling is the
source of morphing in this concept. Therefore, here
it is considered that the bend-twist stiffness term,
e.g. ) , exists and is related to the torsional
stiffness () ) and bending stiffness () ) through
the following relation:
)

(6)

where u is the displacement vector, r is the position
vector in the undeformed reference frame, C is the
rotation matrix, and J is a vector can be defined as
J = [1 0 0]I . Furthermore, ( M ), the tilde operator
converts any arbitrary vector such as N =
[N N N ]I to its equivalent matrix as follow
0
NE = O N
−N

105 blade are reported in Table 2. From here on,
all the results are based on the equivalent blade.

N
−N P
0

where, T is the nondimensional bend-twist coupling
index which may have a value between −1 ≤ Q ≤
1 [29]). It is assumed here that this term is added
to the blade stiffness matrix without altering other
properties.
A non-structural mass is added to the blade to
produce an extra centrifugal force which then can
change the twist of the blade through the bendtwist coupling. The concentrated mass is
considered to be a fraction of the blade mass itself
as follows
V=

(7)

4. RESULTS

= Q. S) . )

WX

W.Y

5

A pre-twisted hingeless rotor blade that resembles
the main rotor blade of BO-105 with the
characteristics reported in Table 1 is considered
([28]).

α=0.2

4
3
2

Unlike the BO-105 blade that has variable
spanwise properties, here it is considered that the
blade has uniform spanwise properties. The crosssectional properties of the equivalent uniform blade
are selected so that the fundamental frequencies
of the blade be as close as possible to the BO-105
blade.
Table 2: Comparison of the equivalent blade
frequencies with those of the BO-105 blade
Mode
1st Lag
1st Flap
2nd Flap
1st Torsion
2nd Lag

Present
(Hz)
4.61
7.52
20.03
25.40
29.8

Peterson et al. [28]
(HZ)
4.66
7.91
19.64
26.78
30.6

To achieve this aim a GA optimization algorithm is
used. The comparison between the fundamental
frequencies of the equivalent blade and the BO-

Twist (deg)

1

Table 1: Parameters of the BO-105 main rotor blade
Item
Value
Radius (m)
4.91
Chord (m)
0.27
Pre-cone angle (deg)
2.5o
Rotating velocity (rad/s)
44.4

0
-1
Built in twist
Without mass
Most aft
Most for.

-2
-3
-4
-5
-6

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

r/R

Figure 2: Twist change of the blade for V = 0.05 and
Q = 0.2

Figure 2 shows the twist distribution of the blade for
three different chordwise positions of the mass,
when the spanwise location of the mass is at the tip
of the blade, and the bend-twist coupling index is
Q = 0.2. In this case 5 percent extra mass is added
to the blade (V = 0.05). The solid line shows the
build in pre-twist of the blade which is almost
linearly distributed along the span. The dashed line
represents the twist distribution when the blade is
rotating with its nominal speed. The other two lines
present the twist modification for mass movement
from the leading edge to the trailing edge. Clearly,
by adding the mass to the blade, the twist
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distribution of the blade can be modified. In this
case by moving the mass from the leading edge to
the trailing edge of the section about 2o twist
change is induced at the tip of the blade. It is noted
that the modified twist distribution is not linear in
this case and it has an almost quadratic distribution
along the blade.
5

α=0.4

4

difference between the tip twist when the mass is
at the leading edge and the trailing edge. By
moving the mass toward the tip of the blade, the
twist change increases. This is true for all coupling
values. This can be explained as the amount of
centrifugal force that acts on the mass. By moving
the mass toward the tip, more centrifugal force is
induced in the system. Therefore, by locating the
mass at or near the tip of the blade, more twist
change is achieved.

3
20

2

0

α=0.2
α=0.4
α=0.6
α=0.8

16

-1
-2
-3

Built in twist
Without mass
Most aft
Most for.

-4
-5

δθtip(deg)

Twist (deg)

1

12

8

-6
-7
-8

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

4

1

Figure 3: Twist change of the blade for μ = 0.05 and
α = 0.4
r/R

Q = 0.6

0
0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1

xp/R

Figure 5: Twist change of the blade for different
spanwise locations of the mass and different bend-twist
coupling for V = 0.05
40

α=0.2
α=0.4
α=0.6
α=0.8

δθtip(deg)

32

24

16

Figure 4: Twist change of the blade for V = 0.05 and
Q = 0.6

Figure 3 and 4 show the twist distribution of the
blade for Q = 0.4 and Q = 0.6, respectively. By
increasing the bend-twist coupling term, the
amount of twist change increases. For the case of
Q = 0.6, by moving the mass from the leading edge
to the trailing edge of the blade, about 10o tip twist
change is induced in the blade. The blade can have
any values of twist within the solid filled area
showed in Figure 4.
The effect of spanwise location of the concentrated
mass on the tip twist change of the blade is shown
in Figure 5. Here again the mass ratio is V = 0.05,
and the tip twist change is determined from the

8

0

0

0.02

0.04

µ

0.06

0.08

0.1

Figure 6: Tip Twist change of the blade for different
coupling values

The effect of the point mass ratio on the tip twist
change of the blade for different coupling index is
presented in Figure 6. By adding more mass to the
blade, a higher twist change is achieved. On the
other hand, the effect of the coupling index value is
very important to induce the twist in the blade.
In the previous cases it was considered that the
whole rotor blade is tailored. Now it is assumed that
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only a portion of the blade from the tip is made of
composite materials. In this case, a segment of the
blade with length dL from the tip is tailored and the
effect of mass movement on the tip twist change is
shown in Figure 7. By checking this plot, it is
obvious that by increasing the length of the tailored
segment, the tip twist change increases
monotonically until the point about dL/R=0.4, and
from here on the value of tip twist doesn’t change
significantly. So, for instance when the coupling
index is Q = 0.6, by tailoring 40% of the blade,
about _`a b = 9d of twist change is induced in the
system by moving the mass from the tip to the root
of the blade.

Figures 8 to10 show the effect of the added mass
ratio on the frequencies of the first lag, flap, and
torsion modes. By increasing the point mass ratio,
the lag rotating frequency decreases continually,
while the flap mode changes slightly. The torsion
mode seems to be insensitive to the mass ratio for
lower coupling values, but for higher bend-twist
coupling the frequency changes slightly.
Furthermore, the bend-twist coupling index affects
the lag and torsion modes, but it doesn’t have much
effect on the lag mode.
8
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Figure 9: First flap rotating frequency variation for
various mass ratios and different coupling values when
yp/c =0.0, xp/R=1

dL/R

26

Figure 7: Tip twist change of the blade for different
tailored length and different bend-twist coupling for V =
0.05

25
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α=0.8
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α=0.0
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0
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µ
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Figure 8: First lag rotating frequency variation for
various mass ratios and different coupling values when
yp/c =0.0, xp/R=1

Adding a non-structural mass to the blade changes
the dynamics of the blade, and in the following the
effect of different effective parameters of the
concept on the fundamental frequencies of the
blade is examined.

0

0.025

0.05

µ

0.075

0.1

Figure 10: First torsion rotating frequency variation for
various mass ratios and different coupling values when
yp/c =0.0, xp/R=1

Next the effect of spanwise location of the mass on
the fundamental rotating frequencies is considered
and shown in Figures 11 to 13. Again, the mass
doesn’t affect the lag mode significantly. By moving
the mass from the middle of the blade to the tip, the
flap mode frequency decreases gradually. On the
other hand, by moving the mass in the spanwise
direction, the torsional frequency first increases
and then decreases. This point of change is
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different for different values of bend-twist coupling.
5.5
α=0.0
α=0.2
α=0.4
α=0.6
α=0.8

5.25
5

4.5
4.25

5

4

4.8

3.75

4.6

3.5

4.4

3.25

4.2

3
0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1

st

xp/R

1 Lag (Hz)

st

1 Lag (Hz)

4.75

on the fundamental rotating frequencies is
determined and shown in Figures 14 to 16. The
chordwise location of the mass doesn’t alter the
first lag and flap frequencies. By moving the mass
from the trailing edge to the leading edge of the
blade, the torsional rotating frequency first
decreases and then increases, but the rate of
change is not very much.

Figure 11: First lag rotating frequency variation for
various mass spanwise position and different coupling
values when yp/c =0.0, μ=0.05
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Figure 14: First lag rotating frequency variation for
various mass chordwise position and different coupling
values when xp/R =1, μ=0.05
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Figure 12: First flap rotating frequency variation for
various mass spanwise position and different coupling
values when yp/c =0.0, μ=0.05
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Figure 15: First flap rotating frequency variation for
various mass chordwise position and different coupling
values when xp/R =1, μ=0.05
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Figure 13: First torsion rotating frequency variation for
various mass spanwise position and different coupling
values when yp/c =0.0, μ=0.05

The effect of chordwise position of the point mass
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